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Abstract

The Soviet Economic Bureaucracy (SEB) project is designed not only

to contribute to the descriptive literature on the structure and

performance of the Soviet economy by updating and perhaps revising our

current knowledge of how the Soviet economy operates, but also to

provide new and richer explanations of interpretations of economic life

in the USSR based on analysis of interview results. Of fundamental

importance to the SEB project is a special study of the Soviet

enterprise, how it operates and what it is like to run a Soviet firm. A

study of this sort will enhance our understanding of the economy by

confronting a variety of planning, production, and distribution issues.

Interviewing former management personnel, planners, and party officials,

as expert-informants, will enable us to gain an understanding of how the

Soviet economic bureaucracy worked in the 1960s and 1970s, and if, how,

when, and why it has changed over time.





Soviet Economic Bureaucracy:
Overview of the Enterprise Management Study

The Soviet Economic Bureaucracy (SEB) project is designed not only to con-

tribute to the descriptive literature on the structure and performance of the

Soviet economy by updating and perhaps revising our current knowledge of how the

Soviet economy operates, but also to provide new and richer explanations of in-

terpretations of economic life in the USSR based on analysis of interview re-

sults. Of fundamental importance to the SEB project is a special study of the

Soviet enterprise, how it operates and what it is like to run a Soviet firm. A

study of this sort will enhance our understanding of the economy by confronting

a variety of planning, production, and distribution issues. Interviewing former

management personnel, planners, and party officials, as expert-informants, will

enable us to gain an understanding of how the Soviet economic bureaucracy worked

in the 1960s and 1970s, and if, how, when, and why it has changed over time.

To facilitate comparisons with the Harvard Project in the 1950s and tradi-

tional paradigms presented by Berliner (1957, 1976), Bergson (1964), Levine

(1959, 1974), Granick (1954), Richman (1965) and others, the enterprise manage-

ment study focuses on two aspects: how the firm operates with respect to plan

negotiations and fulfillment, and what it is like to manage a Soviet enterprise.

Research themes under investigation in the management study include: i) impact

of the reforms on production and distribution patterns, ii) enterprise-ministry

relations, iii) innovation and the enterprise, iv) managerial motivation and

evaluation, and v) management-labor relations. This paper outlines the method

of study employed in the Soviet enterprise management study and identifies the

intended contribution of the study with respect to the five basic research themes
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I. Method of Study-

Be tween January 1, 1979 and April 30, 1982, over 37,000 Soviet emigrants

arrived in the United States. The Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) and the

Tolstoy Foundation provided information that permitted the development of a

systematic list of Soviet emigrants to the U.S. during this period, including

basic biographical information on each individual: date of birth, country of

birth, date of arrival in U.S., gender, nationality, religion, education in

USSR, occupation in USSR, place of last residence in USSR, military service and

military rank in the USSR (if service occurred within the last 15 years pre-

ceding emigration). The National Opinion Research Center (NORC) , hired by the

Soviet Interview Project, was responsible for summarizing and coding all bio-

graphical data.

The Soviet enterprise management study is based upon in-depth interviews

with a sample of expert-informants, i.e., former planners, managers, party and

trade union officials who held responsible positions in the Soviet economic

bureaucracy. Sample selection and location followed a relatively straight-

forward procedure. Potential respondents were first selected according to

economic branch codes derived on the basis of information provided in HIAS and

Tolstoy files. Economic branch codes relevant to the enterprise management

study included, for example, light industry, food industry, fuel industry,

machine building and metal processing, commerce and material-technical supply,

other aspects of material production, and transport. In addition to economic

branch codes, occupational codes were also derived and made available to the

researcher/interviewer. Occupational codes pertinent to this study and the num-

ber of potential respondents in each category are shown in Chart 1. Work his-

tories were then provided for a variety of individuals categorized in the occupa-

tional codes requested. These work histories were reviewed and ranked according



Chart 1

Soviet Enterprise Management Sample
Occupational Code List

Occupational Code
Absolute Frequency

HIAS Files Tolstoy Files

70 Quality Control Personnel
72 Inventory Personnel

128 Control Engineers
130 Design Engineers
144 Mechanical Engineers
418 Economists
660 Leading Personnel in Stores and

Trade Organizations
665 Leading Personnel in Food Service

Enterprises
670 Leading Personnel in State Procurraent

700 Heads of Planning, Financial,
Accting Depts

705 Assistant Heads of Planning, Fin,

Accting Dept
710 Economic Planners
725 Accountants
780 Expeditors
933-S Leaders of Trade Union Organizations
950 Heads of Enterprises
951 Assistant Heads of Enterprises
952 Head of Technical-Mfg Sections
955 Leaders of Guilds, Districts,

Shops & Sections

223 1

209 2

113

1,105 1

590 7

39 1

235

71

163

111

16

739

74

39

2

13

15

10

12

3

14

7

1

14
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to potential contribution. The ranked sample selected, after reviewing the work

histories requested for the enterprise management study, is given in Charts 2

and 2a. File numbers from each work history of interest were sent to NORC, and

NORC ascertained current location information for each potential respondent.

NORC provided the location information to the researcher/interviewer by

geographical region to facilitate multiple interviews for each interview trip

i

and to help protect the confidentiality of the respondent. Telephone contact

was made by the researcher/ interviewer to arrange the actual interview.

The general characteristics of the sample of potential respondents selected

for the enterprise management study were not surprising. Men between the ages

of 40 and 65 comprised 100% of the top enterprise management positions. Indi-

viduals whose last job was in the planning or bookkeeping departments (or

"kitchen" as one respondent termed it) of the enterprise were predominately fe-

male. Most potential respondents, because of the nature of the third emigration,

were employed in light industry, construction, transport industry, or design

2
institutes.

The Soviet enterprise management study incorporates five basic research

themes: i) impact of the reforms on production and distribution patterns, ii)

enterprise-ministry relations, iii) innovation and the enterprise, iv) management-

labor relations, and v) managerial motivation and evaluation. To facilitate the

development of the questionnaire to be administered to former enterprise management

For futher information regarding confidentiality, contact James R. Millar,
Project Director, Soviet Interview Project, University of Illinois, Champaign,
IL 61820.

An excellent analysis of the general characteristics of the recent influx
of Soviet emigrants is found in Brian Silver and Barbara Anderson, "Descriptive
Statistics for the Sampling Frame Population: The Eligible Population for the

Soviet Interview Project General Survey," Soviet Interview Project Working Papei

#2, University of Illinois, January 1983.



Chart 2

Soviet Enterprise Management Sample

High Priority

Head of Enterprise

Construction Materials Plant
Construction Administration
Main Construction Admin
Trucking Enterprise (Acting)
Construction Enterprise
Exp Garment Prod Combine

Assistant Head of Enterprise

Spec Admin for Equip Instal-Oil Refine

and Petrochera Plants
Goldfield
Auto Repair Plant
Shoe Factory
Const, Repair, Lt & Food Industry
Const Enterprise of Main Const Admin
Distillery
Reinforced Concrt Struct Factory
Haberdashery Indst Assoc

Planning Depar Clien t

Repair, Instal-Adj Admin. Duplicating
Dept Super

Const. Materials Plant, Chief Econ
Contl Desgn/Engnr Bur for H. H.

Appliance/Equip, Snr. Ind. Econ
Const Enterprise, Snr Ind Econ
Const, Instl Admin, Plan Dept Sup
Custom Garmet Fac, Asst Dir Prod/Fin
Repair, Const Admin, Snr Engr Prod Dept
Const Trust, Admin Dept Sup
Mat, Tech Supply Admin, Section Sup
Shipbldg Plant, Bur Sup
Hwy/Ind Design Inst, Snr Engnr
Ministry of Local Indust, Ldg Engnr
Trust of Design/Intro of Tech in

Const Ind, Snr Econ
Const, Repair Enterprise, Snr Econ
Auto Enterprise, Snr Indus Econ
Const Enterprise, Snr Econ.
Const/Install Trust, Snr Econ
Nat'l Fin/Tech Supply Committee, Dep

to Dept Sup
Const Trust, Snr Econ
Exp Enterprise of Const Mat Trust

Snr Ind Econ
Design Institute @ State Committee

on Construction, Chief Specialist

Bookkeeping Department

Decor Mat Plant, Asst Hd Bkkpr

Garmet Factory, Snr Bkkpr
Res Bldg Constr Enterprise, Snr Bkkpr
Prod Assoc of Distilled Liq Ind, Ass't

Hd Bkkpr
Organizations/ Enterprises Supply /Mkting

Office, Hd Bkkpr
Const/Assembly Trust, Hd Bkkpr
Const/Repair Trust, Hd Bkkpr
Supply Admin of Byelorussian Lt Ind

Ministry, Hd of Commercial Dept
Byelorussian Lt Ind Ministry, Snr

Ace' tant

All -riale; ^5-70 years old; last job in one of following cities: Moscow, Kiev,
Leningrad, Kharkov, Obukhoz.

2
All T.ale; 40-65 years old; last job in one of following cities: Moscow, Leningrad,

Lvov, Tashkent, Volzhsky.

• • - ,

'"^a*16
'

3 °~ 60 years old
; 52 - female, 30-60 years old; last job in one of following

L " ! foscow, Kiev, Leningrad, Minsk, Odessa, Riga, Kishinev, Lvov.

.... ' '
,

..

r3na '- e
' 25""70 years old; 11% male, 50-75 ve.irs old; last job in one. of following

L-les: -ev, Minsk, Kharkov, Kishinev, Lvov, Chernovcsy.



Chart 2a

Soviet Enterprise Management Sample

Medium Priority

Head/ Assistant Head of Enterprise

Director of Store
Asst Director Glue Plant
Asst Director Metal Home Appliance Plant

2
Planning Department

Leather Clothing Assessories Factory, Snr Econ
Const/Instal Enterprise, Snr Econ
Knit Goods Enterprise, Snr Ind Econ
Sports Footwear Factory, Snr Econ
last of Design for Ind. Enterprise, Snr Ind Econ
Garment Mfg Assoc, Sup Dept L, Wgs
Trucking Enterprise, Snr Econ, Pin Dept
Clothing Prod Assoc, Snr Ind Econ, L Wgs Dept
Garmet Factory, Snr Econ
Toy Fctory, Snr Econ
Ministry of Comm, Regional Admin, Snr Ind Econ

3
Bookkeeping Department

Food Store, Snr Bkkpr
Knit Goods Factory, Snr Bkkpr
Trade Assoc Office, Snr Bkkpr
Shoe Factory, Snr Acc'tant
Shoe Factory, Snr Bkkpr
Const/Repair Enterprise, Asst Hd Bkkpr
Furniture Factory, Asst Dept Sup, Bkkping
Automotive Enterprise, Chf Bkkpr
Mat, Tech Supply Warehouse, Ass't Chf Bkkpr
Commercial Enterprise, Snr Bkkpr

All male; 35-60 years old; last job in one of following cities:
Leningrad, Odessa, Kiev.

?
82% female, 30-70 years old; 18% male, 45-55 years old; last job

in one of the following cities: Moscow, Leningrad, Odessa, Kiev,
Tbilisi, Kishinev.

3
89% female, 30-65 years old; 11% male, 55-60 years old; last job

in one of following cities: Kiev, Riga, Kishinev, Chernovtsy.
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3
personnel, working papers were written which review and summarize what is known

with confidence, what we think we know, and what is not known about contemporary

Soviet enterprise organization and operation. In these working papers, the formal

structure of the Soviet management system is identified, management practices at

the macro- and microeconomic levels are examined, and the impact of the reforms

implemented in the 1960s and 1970s on the structure and processes of the manage-

ment system is analyzed in light of the basic themes this study is investigating.

In addition, Soviet management incentive issues are explored in some detail;

first to determine the effects of recent reforms on the specification and per-

formance of enterprise management success criteria; and second, to gain addi-

tional insight into enterprise-level innovation processes, because the decision

to innovate or adopt innovations in the USSR is largely determined by the bonus

structure. In each working paper, where appropriate, hypotheses and questions

are identified for possible inclusion in the enterprise management questionnaire.

This paper summarizes the basic research themes under investigation for the

primary purpose of eliciting comments or suggestions from economists or other

individuals not directly involved in the Soviet Interview Project. At this point,

a number of preliminary interviews have been completed for the enterprise manage-

ment study. In light of several findings and interviewing experiences, the orignial

management questionnaire has been modified. Both time and financial constraints

prohibit a large-scale enterprise management interview project, hence no inter-

view can afford to be wasted. To avoid this, given the unstructured, qualita-

tive nature of the management questionnaire, appropriate questions must be asked

3
Susan J. Linz, Soviet Enterprise and the Management Environment: A Review

Essay," Working Paper 14-83, Department of Economics LSU, August 1983; and
"Success Indicators and Soviet Enterprise Performance," BEBR Faculty Working
Paper 976, University of Illinois, September 1983.
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each respondent. That is, having identified the hypotheses which are to be tested

within the context of the Soviet enterprise management study, are the questions

specified in such a way as to elicit useful, informative answers?

Interview results, based on the sample of respondents described above, will

be compared with the findings of Berliner's project in the 1950s. In addition,

at the suggestion of Wasily Leontief, I have applied for IREX's Young Econo-

mists' Exchange Program, so it may be possible to conduct similar interviews

next summer "on location" in the Soviet Union. As with any study, the quality

and credibility of the project improves with the richness of the sample.

II. Research Themes

One of the most fruitful areas for significant research involves Soviet

enterprise-ministry relations. Indeed, by concentrating on enterprise relations

with the ministry or glavk , the enterprise management interviews will serve as a

way of studying the ministry, to which we have the least access. An important

area of enterprise-ministry relations involves plan negotiation and fulfillment.

Studying the interaction of enterprises and ministries will also yield important

information regarding the strategically important material-technical supply

system and the central planning-central management theme recently addressed in

Western literature (Zaleski 1980, Millar 1981). More specifically, interviews

with former enterprise management personnel should enable us to explain in more

detail the operation of the supply system and how it relates to the planning

process, the consistency of initial annual plans, how plan "corrections" either

in terms of inputs or outputs are implemented (and frequency of) , the role of

the firm and/or ministry in plan negotiation (Who negotiates for the firm? Who

does the firm negotiate with? Who has power to change control figures? final

targets?), whether planning is an obstacle to short-run change in technical
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coef f icients , Che stability of fulfillment criteria over time, report falsifica-

tion (incidence, detection, penalty, at what level does it take place?). Of

equal importance in this study of enterprise-ministry relations is the incidence

4
and impact of reciprocity in the planning and production process. Reciprocity

networks are not unique to the Soviet economy, or centrally planned socialist

economies in general. What is unique is the extent and significance of reci-

procity networks given the level of Soviet economic development. Reciprocity

networks are generally found in primitive economies where organization is sub-

merged in kinship, friendship, or ceremonial obligations (Millar, 1981).

Management-labor relations is a broad topic which encompasses such issues

as labor discipline and turnover, management-labor conflicts, employment of con-

vict labor, women and youths. Given the growing concern over labor shortages

and labor productivity in the USSR, these issues should all be explored in some

detail in the enterprise management study (when not covered explicitly by other

S-projects). It will be useful to investigate the causes and effects of labor

turnover or job dissatisfaction, to identify whether labor-management conflicts

are a significant cause of labor turnover, to determine whether labor-management

relations are affected by the number of women or youths employed by the firm, to

examine whether there exists a sense of decline of managerial control over labor

because of labor shortages and the competition among enterprise managers for

4
Reciprocity, exchange conducted without benefit of normal plan or market

forces, is an important facet of Soviet economic life. Persistent deficits of
input supplies and commodities, together with the state's unwillingness to set

prices at market clearing levels, create economic conditions that allow recipro-
cal exchange to flourish. To the extent that enterprise managers are faced with
taut plans (i.e., input allocations less than or equal to the optimal amounts
that would be chosen given the minimum profit plan) , reciprocity networks in
materials procurement abound, thereby distorting the imputed success of the

Soviet centralized resource allocation process.
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labor, and to test whether there is a strong correlation between job satisfac-

tion and poor working conditions or organization of production.

Economic reforms for the rationalization of management in the USSR have

focussed on two themes: adopting a more effective systems approach to manage-

ment processes and utilizing new technology. To a significant extent, identify-

ing and analyzing the impact of the reforms on Soviet management practices at

both the macro and microeconomic levels is the overriding and unifying theme of

this study. From this perspective, a direct comparison of results can be made

with the Berliner study of the 1950s.

Gregory and Stuart (pp. 307-12) provide an excellent discussion of the 1965

reform's impact at the microeconomic level on enterprise planning and management.

A basic tenet of the 1965 reform was to increase management efficiency. In many

respects this depends upon methods for selection, promotion and evaluation of

management personnel. The extent to which the reform brought about changes in

these methods, however, has been largely ignored. Yet, refashioning the methods

for recruiting, promoting, and evaluating management personnel could act to re-

duce the gap between formal and informal management structures. It would be

useful therefore to include questions regarding the election of managerial staff,

revisions in bureaucratic methods of appointment and evaluation, testing for

evaluating managerial potential (certitf ication) , changes in management educa-

tion programs (executive development programs for initiating or retraining pur-

poses), ministry support of management education programs.

Other questions include: How does the enterprise manager deal with labor

discipline, labor turnover? Are these problems? If so, why? What is the rela-

tionship between workers and managers? Is a manager ever held accountable to

the workers? To what extent to workers actually participate in decision making

at the enterprise level?
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Decentralization of macroeconomic management and control envisaged by re-

formers in the mid 1960s required a modification of the Soviet system of cen-

tralized administrative allocation. Reform provisions for reorganization of the

supply system, however, were among the least successfully implemented as

Schroeder (1972), Ellman (1971), and Conyngham (1982) point out. Because of the

key role of administrative allocation in the control of enterprise operation and

performance, this aspect of the reform will be highlighted in the questionnaire

by focussing on such issues as changes in supply planning, decentralization in

supply distribution, and the establishment of direct ties between enterprises

to compare with Schroeder' s studies (1969, 1972, 1973, 1979).

Since 1965, amendments and modifications have been introduced that have sig-

nificantly altered the content of the original reform. As Schroeder (1973, 1976,

1979) points out, the particular shortcomings that many of these amendments

sought to correct— the unduly large shares of new bonus funds received by mana-

gerial personnel, the lack of attention to labor productivity and quality im-

provements, the unwillingness of managers to request taut production targets or

to economize costs—were many of the very shortcomings that the 1965 reform

sought to eliminate in the first place. Changes actually implemented are sum-

marized in Gregory and Stuart (pp. 313-16) and include more rigid regulations

governing the size of the enterprise incentive fund, controls over the distri-

bution of the enterprise incentive fund, reduced managerial control over the

production development fund (for investment), and an expansion in the number of

enterprise targets. As Gregory and Stuart conclude, the period since 1965 has

witnessed a reversal of official attitudes toward the solution of basic economic

problems. Rather than relying on economic mechanisms at the enterprise level,

attention is being increasingly directed toward improving planning methods (auto-

mated plan calculations, formulating new scientific norms, automated supply
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systems, etc.) and increasing tutelage over enterprises to improve economic per-

formance. As a result, emphasis is also being placed on new organizational

methods. In particular, reforms in the 1970s concentrated on the ministerial

system. Unfortunately, perhaps, the ministries were in charge of their own

reorganization.

The general reform of the ministries legislated in March 1973 is thoroughly

documented in Conyngham (Chapter 6). What remains to be adequately explained

is the impact of these recent changes on enterprise organization and operation,

and on enterprise-ministry relations. Questions have been included to gather

this information which in turn will shed additional light on Gorlin's (1976)

. 6
study.

At the heart of the managerial motivation and evaluation issue is the prob-

lem of establishing apppropriate success criteria. Success criteria are rules

established by central planning authorities to determine and evaluate plan ful-

fillment. In the past, their number has varied, including such indicators as

gross output, sales, production expenditures, labor or material utilization, and

productivity. Managerial incentive systems consist of reward or bonus struc-

tures associated with particular success criteria. Normally, bonuses are differ-

entiated across success criteria according to planners' priorities. At any

given time, a number of alternative decisions face Soviet enterprise managers,

even under the system of central planning. Planners must therefore design a set

of rules (success criteria) and a system of rewards (bonus structure) to elicit

For example, tell me what you know about how the ministry operates and how
it affects the enterprise. Who or what organization is responsible for coor-
dinating and controlling the planning-supply-production process at your
enterprise? Did associations make any difference? In precisely what ways?
Were there any negative effects of the associations? What is the basic produc-
tion unit today?
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from enterprise managers those activities and outcomes consistent with the

planners' goals. Indeed, the Soviet incentive problem would be eliminated if a

set of rules were established which promoted unity between the interests of

central planners and enterprise managers.

The incentive problem in the USSR stems from a situation where central plan-

ners rely on enterprise managers to supply complete and accurate information

regarding production capabilities. Enterprise managers in turn are evaluated on

the basis of production performance and, depending upon the success criteria and

bonus structure, may or may not be motivated to supply accurate information or

produce efficiently.

The most widely used incentive structure in the USSR is one in which quotas

are set by central planners for production agents (firms or managers) and the

agents' rewards are based on fulfillment or overfulfillment of these quotas.

Pre 1965 reform quota-bonus incentive schemes have been modeled by Ames (1965)

and Ellraan (1971). These reward functions specified that each manager received

i) a base wage, ii) a lump-sura bonus for fulfilling the quota, and iii) an in-

cremental bonus for quota overfulf illment. As modeled by Ames, the enterprise

manager was only constrained to cover production costs, hence the firm could

produce any output such that P > ATC. Under this scheme, agents maximized their

rewards by producing the largest feasible output. Although this scheme appears

to be output-maximizing, it did not motivate managers to transmit accurate

information. Rather, this quota-bonus scheme acted as a prevailing motivation

for managers to understate their true productive capacity because bonuses were

paid only if production targets were overfulfilled. If the manager honestly

reported full production capacity, and something went wrong which halted

production, all managerial personnel (and workers) lost the month's (or quarter's)
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bonus. It was much safer therefore to report a smaller capacity to keep produc-

tion targets low enough to allow for emergencies. As a consequence, under pre

1965-reform incentive schemes, planners were never sure plans were based on

accurate information. Planner reaction to perceived inaccurate information from

enterprise managers was to set arbitrarily high plan targets to force firms to

operate as close to capacity as possible. The extent to which deliberate

overplanning is still practiced needs to be investigated.

The 1965 reforms did little to change the quota-bonus structure of existing

incentive schemes. Rather, success criteria adjustments were made by substi-

tuting profitability or sales for gross output as measures of plan fulfillment.

An excellent discussion of the 1965 economic reforms is found in Gregory and

Stuart (1981). Ellman (1971) provides an algebraic characterization of the

bonus formulas incorporated in the 1965 reforms. Overall, the 1965 reform was

unsuccessful in specifying success criteria which motivated managers to trans-

mit accurate information and produce efficiently. The dysfunctional behavior

described by Berliner (1957, 1976), Kornai (1959, 1980), and others remained the

norm.

Post 1965 reform incentive structures have been modeled by Bonin (1976),

Ellman (1973), Weitzman (1976) and others. The elicitation scheme described by

Weitzman differs from quota-bonus schemes in at least two respects. Under the

post 1971 elicitation incentive structure, forecasts, or self-imposed quotas,

are submitted by enterprise managers to central planners on the basis of some

planner-specified probability. To date, it has not been possible to evaluate

the success of this type of principal-agent interaction In the Soviet Union.

This study has the potential to investigate changes in managerial behavior as a

result of the 1971 reform.
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An important aspect of the 1971 reform was the attempt to eliminate the

"ratchet effect," raising plan targets in response to overfulfillment . Indeed,

the reform froze planner-determined output and bonus targets for 5 years, and

similarly constrained bonus/penalty coefficients for the same period. Under the

success indicator corresponding to this reform, as modeled by Western econo-

mists, firm forecasts do not influence input allocations. If perfect certainty

about production is assumed, however, then firms are motivated to send truthful

information to central planners. That is, managers will transmit accurate fore-

casts because they are in no way penalized by sending accurate information and,

in fact, can only benefit from doing so under this success indicator specifica-

tion. In addition, under this success indicator, managers will strive to

increase actual output as much as possible so as to maximize their bonus.

The problem with the success indicator resulting from the 1971 reform as

modeled by Weitzman and others is that it neither allows nor explains how the

firm's forecast affects planning decisions or supply allocations, especially

when more than one enterprise is considered. In the usual case, an individual

firm's forecast affects not only its own capital allocation but every other

firm's allocation as well, since the total capital available is fixed during any

given period. One would suspect that in this case, managers may tend to

arbitrarily boost their forecasts to increase their capital allocation, thereby

allowing for a greater potential increase in actual output, and hence a higher

reward or bonus. In short, this success indicator, under the conditions just

described, still motivates managers to provide inaccurate information to central

planners in order to affect their capital and input allocations. As such, the
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1971 reform in theory at least has not resolved the problem of designing a rule

whereby managers are motivated to send accurate information to central planners.

The recent (July 1979) reform of success criteria and bonus structures

indicates a failure of the 1971 reform to achieve desired results in practice,

that is, to promote a unity of interests between central planners and enterprise

g
managers. Hanson (1983) offers an excellent discussion of how these success

criteria and planning changes are supposed to work, and problems inherent in the

changes. While it will not be possible to question former management personnel

specifically about the 1979 reforms (most respondents arrived shortly before or

after the decree was announced) , it will be possible to address general issues in-

volved in the reform. For example, questions may be included regarding i) enter-

prise self-assessment of output quality, ii) manager evaluation of "net norma-

tive output" as an improved measure of plan fulfillment, iii) the use of cumu-

lative assessment as a means of reducing incentives to hoard "hidden reserves"

or increasing incentives for improved maintenance and/or retooling. Clearly,

these (and other similar) questions could only be pursued successfully if the

respondent was familiar with the decree. The principle of counter-planning,

A number of Western economists have addressed the theoretical aspects of

the Soviet success indicator issue since the 1971 reform, most notably Keren
(1972), Weitzman (1976), Loeb and Magat (1978), Conn (1979), Miller and
Thornton (1978), Bonin and Marcus (1979), and Holmstrom (1982). An important
contribution to be made by this aspect of the enterprise management study will
be in testing several of their underlying hypotheses and examining the impact of

the 1971 reform on managerial behavior.

By all indications, the New Soviet Incentive System adopted in 1971 failed
to motivate managers to supply accurate information or produce efficiently. As

a result, the 1979 decree specified three new success criteria as the basis for

evaluating enterprise plan/ target fulfillment: i) labor productivity, ii)

quality mix, and iii) fulfillment of delivery plans according to supply con-
tracts. Three other modifications of the planning process were also included in

the recent decree: i) using "normative net output" instead of gross output or

sales; ii) continuing (a modified version of) the system of counter-planning
introduced in 1971; iii) assessing plan fulfillment on a cumulative basis over
each year, so that if a firm experiences underfulfillment in any given quarter,
it can be "made up for" in a later quarter.
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9
however, is an area where significant gains in information can be made. To

what extent did counter-planning affect output levels? How often were counter-

plans submitted? Did counter-plans always involve higher targets?

An easy way to categorize the numerous recent success indicators modeled

by Western economists involves enterprise involvement in the planning process.

Most of the models assume that the firm's actions (forecasts, or counter-plans)

have no direct bearing on input allocations. See, for example, Miller and

Thornton (1978), Conn (1979), Bonin and Marcus (1979), and Weitzman (1976).

Loeb and Magat (1978) allow for enterprise involvement in the planning process

by proposing an "incentive compatible" success indicator which purports to

motivate enterprise managers to transmit accurate information and undertake

efficient production behavior, i.e., their model solves the Soviet incentive

problem. The enterprise management study has the potential to contribute

9
Counter-planning was adopted in 1971 to overcome tendency to hoard hidden

reserves. Under counter-planning, the enterprise stands to gain a larger
annual bonus by volunteering and fulfilling a higher counter-plan in any given
year than it would by not adopting a counter-plan and simply overfulfilling its

basic plan sufficiently to arrive at the hypothetical counter-plan performance
level. Counterplanning has desirable incentive properties, even under con-
ditions of uncertainty (as Weitzman, 1976, has demonstrated). If the counter-
plan affects the firm's input allocation, however, these desirable incentive
properties are lost. It will, therefore, be important to determine from this
study which is the case.

10
If problems associated with defining the lump-sum component were resolved,

this incentive compatible success indicator would represent, theoretically at

least, an improvement over those currently employed in the USSR. It relies,
however, on the assumption that firms, after receiving their capital alloca-
tions, employ optimizing quantities of labor and other materials. This assump-
tion fails to take into account Soviet employment practices whereby labor is

rarely removed from the production process and hence not always employed in

optimizing quantities. It will be useful to determine from this study the

extent to which these employment policies persist, given labor shortages in most
sectors of the Soviet economy.
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significantly to this literature by examining the extent of enterprise in-

volvement in the planning process. In addition, it will be possible to include

questions regarding managerial effort and output levels to test some of the

hypotheses implicit in several of these models. Miller and Thornton (1978), for

example, criticize the applicability of Loeb and Magat's incentive compatible

bonus structure in the USSR. Their analysis of the post 1971 incentive system

incorporates the effect of managerial effort on output. The applicability and

usefulness of their model is contingent upon answers to at least three

questions: i) can and do Soviet managers affect input allocations? ii) is the

ratchet effect weak or strong? iii) does managerial effort vary significantly

when central planners change bonus/ penalty coefficients in reward structures?

In addition, we need to know more about the nature of the uncertainty faced by

Soviet enterprise management, and about the relationship between managerial

effort and output.

In addition to success criteria and bonus structures, managerial decision-

making is affected by two distinct aspects of the Soviet economy: "taut" plan-

ning and input supply uncertainty. The impact of taut planning and input supply

uncertainty on Soviet managerial behavior has recently been modeled by Linz and

Martin (1982). These two conditions, combined with the set of rules and

rewards, have important consequences for technological innovation at the

enterprise level. On the one hand, the absence of rational charges for the use

of capital motivates Soviet managers to over-order fixed capital and hoard

machinery and equipment. On the other hand, management incentive systems have

discouraged enterprise directors from taking risks associated with technological

(as opposed to organizational) innovation, or the introduction of new, large-

scale production techniques. This phenomenon is well documented by Berliner
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(1976), Amann and Cooper (1977, 1982) and others. An important contribution to

be made by this study involves a comparison of their findings (based on infor-

mation derived from "priority" industries) with information generated on the

basis of interviews with managers from "non-priority" industries. Are these

managers faced with similar planning and supply problems, and a similar reward

structure to act against technological innovation? Are smaller scale

enterprises more likely to innovate, despite the absence of direct pressure to

do so from above?

III. Conclusions

A preliminary (English) version of the Soviet enterprise management

questionnaire is included in Appendix A. Not all of these questions will be

asked of each respondent because of time and respondent work experience

constraints. The sample of expert-informants has been selected, however, to

permit investigation of as broad a range of work-related experiences as

possible. Analysis of interview results will therefore update and enrich our

explanations and interpretations of economic life in the USSR.

Additional questions regarding innovation in Soviet enterprise include:
What role does the manager (or enterprise initiative) play in R&D and innovation
process? Does the enterprise have a deliberate strategy with regard to innova-
tion? What factors (both positive and negative) , affect innovation at the enter-
prise level? What is the relationship between enterprise, independent design
(R&D) institutes, and ministry in the innovation process? How is R&D innova-
tion specified in the plan? Is there pressure on the enterprise from the govern-
ment or ministry to innovate? If so, how is it expressed? What are the rewards
for innovation, or adopting new technology? Are there economic incentives to

innovate? A favorable pricing policy? How much R&D work is contracted out by
the enterprise? Does the enterprise have access to foreign technology? Is it

possible to express preference over domestic versus foreign technology?



Preliminary Questionnaire
Soviet Enterprise Management Study

Appendix A



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Management-Labor Relations

Are labor discipline or labor turnover problems? If so, how does the
enterprise manager deal with them?

Is the manager ever held accountable to the workers? Did manager look
down on workers? Were worker suggestions valued?

To what extent do workers actually participate in decision-making in the
enterprise?

Are labor-management relations affected by the number of women or youths
employed by the enterprise?

Did you sense a decline of managerial control over workers because of

labor shortages and competition among enterprise managers for workers?

Are you aware of a distinct ethnic policy in regards to hiring, task
assignments or promotions? Was any nationality treated better in access
to jobs? What do you know about specific policies regarding hiring and
promotions?

Has the level (quantity or quality) of effort per worker-hour actually
decreased in recent years?

Do you recall any cases in which a worker was punished for breach of

labor discipline?

Is labor hoarded because of strakhovka or because it's too hard to fire
workers?

What do you think, how do you feel about shchekino?



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Enterprise Organization and Operation

Is there any pressure by smaller non-priority plants to duplicate the
bureaucratic structures of larger plants in order to increase the number
of higher-salaried, more prestigious jobs?

What is the role of firm in influencing overall economy plan targets?

How stable are plan targets? Are initial plan targets always consistent?

What is significance of "val"?

Does plan fulfillment result in higher targets in next plan period?

Do managers ever refrain from overfilling plan, even when it is possible
to do so? Are plans ever considered impossible to fulfill?

Is there anything a manager can do to offset the possibility of receiving
an impossible plan?

Is subcontracting used to achieve plan fulfillment? If so, to what ex-

tent?

What role does firm's input requirements (materials, supplies, resources)
play in production assortment decisions?

Does violating the assortment plan ever increase (or decrease) a manager's
bonus, or an enterprise's profits?

Do enterprises receive their desired or necessary material-technical
supply requests? If so, how frequently? If not, why not, and what
happens?

What effect did Gossnab have on the production plan of your firm? Did
you ever have contact with someone in Gossnab? Did your boss? Your
director?

What does Gossnab actually do? Have these functions changed since the

associations?

Do associations now have authority to negotiate directly with Gossnab?
with other state committees?

Do all enterprises have the same administrative organization — by choice?

If so, why? To increase number of higher-salaried jobs?



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Enterprise-Ministry Relations

Do reciprocal relationships exist between the enterprise and ministry?
If so, what are the nature of these relationships and how frequently do

they occur? How important are they in the functioning of the enterprise?
of the ministry?

How are plan "corrections" implemented and how frequently?

What is the role of the enterprise and ministry in plan negotiation?
That is, who negotiates for the firm? Who does the firm negotiate with?
Who has power/authority to change control figures? final targets?

Does the firm ever falsify reports to the ministry? If so, why? How
often? What are the penalties if detected? At what level does this

falsification take place, i.e., who does it if its going to be done?

How do enterprise-ministry relations affect the supply of resources to

the firm?

What happens if the enterprise and ministry disagree over a plan target?
What agencies in each handle the conflict?

Does the ministry act to establish direct links between enterprises
within the ministry's jurisdiction? With an enterprise under another
ministry jurisdiction?

Does the ministry support management training/education programs (like
executive development programs or initial management training)?

Describe cases in which the ministry, party, or trade union stopped
management (you or your director) from doing something, or forced him/
you to do something.

Who or what organization is responsible for coordinating and controlling
the planning-supply-production process of your enterprise?

Tell me what you know about how the ministry operates and how it affects
the enterprise.

Are chief production administrations in ministries now on khozraschet?
If not, is there pressure for them to convert?

What is the relationship between the enterprise and glavki on khozraschet?



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Impact of Reforms on Enterprise Management Structure and Performance

What role did the production associations (unions) play after the re-
forms and to what extent are they still in effect? What were your
experiences with change over to obedeninii?

How were enterprises merged into associations?

Did associations make any difference? In precisely what ways?

Were there any negative effects of the associations?

What effect did the reforms have on enterprise management training, or

recruitment? On evaluating managerial performance? On promotion?

What were the education levels of the director (chief engineer , shop
chief, etc.) in your enterprise?

Have you been to a management training program? Your boss? Your direc-

tor? What did you (or he) learn there?

Does managerial recruitment take place internally (i.e., promotion
within a single enterprise)? Does the potential for internal promotion
vary by branch or region?

What factors influence opportunities for promotion? What factors in-

fluence managerial appointments? Dc education levels of managers vary

by branch?

How is top level management position in the enterprise perceived?

Have any of the reforms resulted in new organizational methods within
the enterprise? 3etween enterprises? Between enterprise and ministry?

Can you evaluate the use and performance of computers at the enterprise
level? At the ministry level?

what is the basic production unit today?

Do you think the job of director is more difficult today than in the

1950s-1960s? If so, why? or why not?

Have there been any changes in process of supply planning in recent

years? in supply distribution?

Are enterprises ever able to interact directly without going through
ministry?



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Managerial Motivation and Success Indicators

How is premium determined? Who earns premium? How are they paid?
Does this differ between managers and workers?

How large are premiums? Is there a maximum premium level which can be

earned? Do you know if many managers reach it?

How effective are premiums in achieving the desired results?

Have there been any changes in the amount or frequency of premium pay-
ments? Does this vary between manager and workers, or between managers
in different enterprises?

Do bonuses affect plan fulfillment/plan changes (corrections)?



Soviet Enterprise Management Questionnaire

Innovation and the Enterprise

What role does the manager (or enterprise initiative) play in research
and development, and the innovation process? That is, does the enter-
prise have a deliberate strategy with regard to innovation?

What is the relationship between enterprise, independent design (R&D)

institutes, and the ministry in the innovation process?

What are the rewards for innovation, or adopting a new technology? Are
there economic incentives to innovate? Favorable pricing policies?

How much R&D work is contracted out by the enterprise?

Is it possible for the enterprise to express preference over domestic
versus foreign technology?

What do you know, have you had any experience with, innovation decisions
regarding new products or processes?

Has the introduction of the association changed the innovation picture/
process in any identifiable way?
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